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Bismi-Llāhi-r-Rahmāni-r-Rahīm.  Every time you sit down at your computer, actually in 

ways which we won’t discuss and metaphorically in ways which we will discuss, you are 

experiencing quantum tunneling, even if we just say metaphorically, the information you 

are downloading on your computer is with you and there at the same time.  It’s non-

semantic until it comes to you.  It’s placed up semantically or semiotically by a system he 

works with every day through software that is written in binary code.  It gets translated 

into that semiotic form and then comes back down to you, and is translated back into 

words.  There is no guarantee that what goes up comes down the same.   

 

Yes, I know you are now thinking of Star Trek and Scotty beaming up and all that stuff;  

and that’s also true.   But for consistencies in the system, there could be errors in that 

transference.  But there isn’t; because the same existence, as it passes through the mithāl 

or the majāz, this corridor, the ‘ālam al-mithāl and majāz (that’s why we can say it is real 

and metaphorical at the same time), is existing and not existing in two places 

simultaneously.  This is also happening inside of us.  This apparent transference appears 

to us as continuity.  We think we are sitting here, and we think life runs in a very linear 

way, but there are non-linear things that happen at the same time.    Passing through this 

stage is a great challenge; there are mathematical formulas that have been computed to do 

that.  The greater the barrier is the swifter the transfer is.  There are formulas that do this, 

if you are interested.  
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Majāz is a very complex quantum that is comprised of words.  We have that experience 

all the time.  There is a barrier and a corridor between the barriers.  For example, in 

Qur’an, Allah (swt) says… and note that I’m saying, “Allah says.” It comes from Allah 

coded and it comes out semantically, but not all the time.  Allah says,  “O You 

assembled throng of jinn and people.  If you are able to pass beyond the regions of 

the heavens and the earth,  then pass beyond!  You will never pass beyond save by 

Our Authority.” (55:33)   You shall not be able to ‘nafath’ – pass through – except by 

authoritative control by Allah (swt).  In other words,  the system has a consciousness that 

permits or doesn’t permit us to pass from one state or place to another, through the barrier 

of time and space and materiality.   Just like the soul passes out of this body by the 

permission of Allah.   

 

‘Nafath’ also means to ‘pierce’ or ‘penetrate,’ or ‘to go through’ if it’s used with the 

conjunction ‘min.’  Majāz is a place, but it is also a process.  It also means metaphor. A 

meaning passes through a metaphor.  It is another way of saying something, but not 

saying it—or giving the impression of it.  The meaning comes through the metaphor. This 

is true in the whole Qur’an, except every once in a while you get something like this.  

Who is so smart you can quote to me Suratu-l-Baqarah, ‘āyat number 1?  What is it?  

“Alif – Lam – Mim.”  It has no meaning…in this world. It has no semantic in this world. 

It has come through from the other world, the other side.  It has meaning in the other side, 

but no meaning here.  We sense something with this meaning.  Also, “Alif – lam – 

mim—rah.”   This light passing through this corridor, this place, this majāz,  this 

corridor where things pass through [and] are reflections of another place, are made up of 

spoken or written words.  Plus, they are corresponding semantic.  And [there is the] 

‘āqil/intellect to comprehend it.   

 

Sometimes you can’t comprehend it, but you can feel it,  like the rhythms and melodies in 

the music that make you feel something, but there is no semantic.   It has no semiotic 

reality, but it has a reality, a mood to it, a feeling to it.  Like the waves of the ocean 
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crashing against the shore, or the wind in the trees, there is no semantic to it.   There is no 

semiotic reality to it, but it’s real and you interpret it.  Many people interpret it in the 

same way:  Oooh, it’s very eerie (like when the wind is blowing). When we recite and 

say, “Hu,” (and blow air that sounds like wind) it is a quantum moment that passes 

through the barrier of time and space in this world or reflects the communication of Allah 

(swt).  It passes through this majāz, or allows for the ‘āqil/intellect to realize another 

semiotic reality in another realm.  That’s why we like listening to this music.   

 

(Shaykh plays a portion of music sung in Arabic.) Even though it is in Arabic, you don’t 

have to know the Arabic to get the message.  You don’t need it.  Every once in a while, 

something you understand, that has a semantic reality to you in your linguistic reality (on 

this side of the wall) [allows] you understand the message that is coming through from 

another realm.  Even on this side of the world, every once in a while you catch 

something, like “lā ilāha illa-Llāh.”  You catch it, and you move to another place.  

You move to meaning on a linguistic level, but also on a cultural level, a level of faith 

and belief.   

 

As you pass through this, you realize this new semantic reality in another realm.   What 

happens is, you replace  the semantic of the original words with the new semantics.  

When you put them all together, they mean something new in another realm—like abjad.  

When you add the abjad of Allah up, it’s 66.  Six plus six  is 12.  Twelve is the number 

of imams in the Shi’a.  The Prophet (sal) said, “There will be twelve who will come after 

me from the Qureysh.”  Twelve is three:  three is Allah, the Prophet, and the shaykh.  It’s 

like that: messages from another side, numerically.  This new semiotic reality may not be 

in the normal sense cognitive in form.  It could be just feelings, memories,  presence,  

sense or feeling of Divine Presence.  When you add the intellect to it, meaning comes 

from it. Within that meaning is kun fa yakun, wujūd/beingness.    
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Just like alif – lam – mim  in Qur’an has no semantic meaning.  There is no translation. 

Those are words from another realm.  The closest we can get is they take on the form of 

letters that can be used to create meaning, but individually, each one of those letters has 

no semantic.  The letters of the Arabic alphabet have no meaning except when you put 

them together.  A, B, C, D, E, F, G  have no meaning until they are put together.  In 

Qur’an, alif – lam – mim has no meaning.  People do try to seek meaning from it.  Or, if it 

had meaning, it was lost and we are not aware of it.  But we are told, O man and jinn, if 

you can pass through this barrier of space and time, go ahead and do it.  Pierce it.   

Penetrate it.  Bore through it if you can.  But know that if you can, it is only by the will of 

Allah that you can do that. It’s only by the authority of Allah that you can do that.   

 

The majāz itself has to be constructed of something. The corridor is constructed of 

something.  You can’t just have a corridor.  It must be constructed of something that has 

some relationship on either side to what it is a corridor to.  Like the program Stargate.  

It’s constructed of something, but on the other side, something happens in between, in the 

midst of it.  The majāz is constructed of words and semantics, meanings and intellect.  

Intellect, meaning the ability to comprehend, to perceive, and reflect. Yet at the same 

time, the majāz is not closely related to any of its parts. It’s not even similar to its parts. 

The meaning of “cat”  is not similar to anything to do with c, a, and t.  There is no 

similarity to it, but it’s constructed of something that permits the meaning of “cat” to 

appear.  In fact, there is a separate wujūd/being, though it is made up of the same 

components.  If any one element was removed from it, the meaning would disappear.  

CAT – c,a, t.   If I take the a away from it, cat disappears.  If I take the c away from it, cat 

disappears.  If I take the t away, the cat disappears.  But it’s made up of these letters, 

which has nothing to do with the reality of the meaning.  Shall I leave it as this?  

 

When you put this into classical physics, and you add such things as electrical fields and 

you see that the electron is repelled by the electric field, as long as the electron’s energy 

is below the level of the energy of the field, but in the quantum world it is a wave.  The 
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wave function of the electronic encounters the electric field, but has some finite 

possibility of tunneling through it. That’s how transistors work. There is some resistance 

and then there is some transistance. It’s hard to explain.  

 

In classical terminology, in the world of khalq, this cannot exist. It’s forbidden/haram.  

You cannot be in two places at one time.  The classical example is rolling the ball up a 

hill. If the ball does not have enough velocity, it won’t roll over the top of the hill. That 

makes perfect sense from a Newtonian physics viewpoint.  But it’s not applicable in 

quantum mechanics, because quantum objects don’t behave like classical objects.  Just 

like there can be meaning in alif, lam, and mim, which have no semantic.   There is 

meaning in it, but it has no semantic.  On a quantum scale, where objects exhibit wave-

like behavior,  this quantum particle that is moving against potential energy (the hill),  the 

wave function that describes that particle could extend to the other side of the hill.  This 

wave represents the probability of finding that particle in a certain location, meaning the 

particle has the possibility of being detected on this side of the hill and that side of the 

hill.  That’s called quantum tunneling.  

 

It’s as if the particle has dug through the potential hill and is here, and has created a 

corridor between two spaces. It cannot be seen in a classical sense. It cannot be seen in 

the way we normally look at the world.   It cannot be seen by the  laws  this world 

operates under.  We do operate under laws like gravity and time and space and linearity 

and all the rest of it.  You can’t see that in the classical framework.  You have to see that 

in the non-classical framework.  You see it in a nanoscopic universe or phenomena, 

where an action is more pronounced; yet, it is happening all the time within us.   We 

sense things that can’t be understood in rational, linear ways.  All of true Sufism is based 

on it.  

 

All of Islam is really based on it. Some just call it faith.  You “take it on faith.”  Take 

what on faith?  What is this faith?  It is a sensitivity to another dimensional reality, 
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defined by words, forms, and methodologies that become religion in the dhāhir.  But in 

the bātin, it is something totally different.  This faith is a reality in another dimension, 

and it leaks through, just like some people can see jinn.   They cross into this dimension 

of perception, and some people have the sensitivity to see.  Or you get meaning from alif, 

lam, and mim;  but you don’t know what the meaning is, because it is a non-semantic 

meaning.   While you are operating in the semiotics of this world, it has a non-semantic 

meaning, but it is made of letters.   

 

Think about it:  all of Arabic is based on these trilateral roots, all of which have no 

meaning and have all of these meanings.  When you look up a word in the English 

dictionary, you look up every single letter of the word and it has a meaning.  When you 

look up a word in Arabic, you look up the trilateral root and it has all these other 

meanings that have nothing to do with any other meaning, necessarily, because, 

semiotically, there is a transmission from another dimension of the possibility of what 

that could be; and then it is all built around these laws of grammar, which tries to contain 

something that is dynamic.  It never sits still.   

 

You have these roots, and these alifs, lams, and mims.  They do have meaning to the 

‘āqil/intellect.  They can have a meaning, but it has to be assigned a meaning.  When you 

see it in the Qur’an, alif, lam, mim, it has not meaning If you treat it as a trilateral root, 

nothing comes.  It could have a meaning, but it doesn’t, because it becomes an ‘ain 

instead of an alif, or it become something else.  It’s tweaked, so it is not what it is.  Do 

you understand?  It’s assigned another value so that those three letters never have a 

meaning on this side.  The assumption could be that on the other side, there is a whole 

bunch of other things that don’t come through.  When you pass to the other side, 

everybody speaks the same language.  This is not new information.  

 

In the late 1920’s, George Gamow decided he could figure out why radioactive materials 

had  exponential rates of decay called half-lives.  At the same time, radiation emissions 
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had certain characteristic properties.  He solved the alpha decay of a nucleus via this 

concept of tunneling.  So it goes back a long time.  Then from the point of view of 

physics,  it all took off.  Max Born went to a lecture by Gamow, and he all of a sudden 

had an epiphany and recognized the generality of quantum mechanical tunneling.  He 

realized that it wasn’t limited to nuclear physics, but was a general law that applies to 

many different systems. It even applied to the cosmology of the universe.  Well, why not?  

Of course it does, because it is a perfect reflection.  People applied it to other things, like 

Angel, who applied it in semi-conductors and super conductivity, electron microscopes 

and all kinds of things.      

 

For this majāz process to work, we have to be available to perceive it.  There are 

doorways we perceive it through, called latā’if.   Each one has its own special 

characteristic, its own angle on the universe.  These barriers can be as simple as human 

resistance, culture, personality characteristics—for example, anger is a resistance.  When 

a person hears or recites the words of Allah (swt) that come from that side (so to speak, 

metaphorically, using the majāz), a tunneling effect is possible because of this corridor to 

another universe where the spiritual reality, the spiritual entities (ie. angels) reside, and 

where that new or different semantic of the Divine Words are found.  The speed of that 

transmission is faster than the speed of light.  It is absolutely immediate.  

 

The saying is, “I hear and I obey.”  Immediately Allah transmits this Qur’an to the 

Prophet Mohammed – “Iqra!”  And immediately it has meaning to it.  The words from 

the other side now take on meaning on this side.  Did Allah speak them in Arabic?  It 

becomes, in a sense, moot.  You can understand, because of the way Arabic and Farsi are 

constructed, why it makes sense that the semantic from that side becomes translated into 

this heuristic, semantic reality.  As I said, even on a physics level there are equations 

which show that the harder and wider the barrier, the faster the move through that majāz 

is. How big is the barrier?  Allah says in Qur’an: “It is He Who created the heavens 

and earth in six stages, then assumed the seat of Absolute Authority. He knows all 
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that enters into the earth and all that emerges from her, and whatever comes down 

from the heavens or rises up to them. He is with you wherever you are, and Allah is 

the Seer of all that you do.” (57:4) 

That’s part one. Then, this new semantic gets transmitted.  How does that happen? (Some 

people could take issue with how I am using that term, but I don’t care.)  (Reads in 

Arabic )   Does that sound familiar to any of you?  It’s what you said when you gave 

baī’at:   

Truly, those who swear allegiance to you swear allegiance to Allah. The Hand 

of Allah is over their hands. (There’s the majāz. The corridor is created.) The 

one who breaks the oath only breaks it to the loss of their own self.  And 

whoever keeps himself with Allah, upon him shall be bestowed an immense 

reward. (48:10)  

Then, of course, within the feeling of the person, but without any meaning, alif lam mim.  

Azal, super eternity, and muhdath: the transient world.   In the presence of your intellect, 

the Divine Words are uttered.  You read and recite Qur’an, like we did tonight, or you 

listen to it.  This eternity and this transient world come together in this world, and within 

that eternity these words and sounds become sort of entangled with one another.  And 

you feel the meaning as the feeling of idrāk.  You apprehend the meaning of what you are 

listening to and what you are watching.  So, now we are in meditation; ghunūgi is gone. 

You are apprehending something. It has no intellectual comprehension to it.  But because 

you have intellect, and because there is no semantic with what is happening in your 

meditation… you say, what am I supposed to concentrate on?  We say, don’t concentrate.   

Don’t think of anything, because you are assigning meaning when you do that.  It has its 

own meaning from the other dimension.  Don’t think of anything, but your intellect 

works with it.  You have an apprehension and understanding of something, but it has no 

semantic with it.  
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Alif, lam, mim has no meaning in this world.  We talk about things like “off the horizon,  

per ser a’faq.”   What does it mean, you say.  You place your attention from here to 

there, and this majāz takes place.  The meaning from there comes to you in a way you 

don’t necessarily see or understand, but it has an effect on you, just like Qur’an has an 

effect on you.  It comes from the bātin to the dhāhir.   

You put your attention on the bātin. You start drilling through the mountain. You are 

pushing the ball up the mountain.  We say, don’t do that.  Ride the wave of the 

muraqabah, the meditation, and the meaning comes to you through that majāz.   You can 

see, easily, that per ser a’faq is a metaphor.  Something off the horizon is a metaphor.  It 

literally is majāz.  But it is also a reality that has no semantic to it.  We use words, but it’s 

only part of it.  It doesn’t have any meaning.  But each one of those words has a meaning 

in Arabic.  A’faq has a root. Look at the meaning of that root.  Or an fus.  It has potential 

possibilities of meanings inside of us.  The same goes for the sounds of the words, the 

melody and rhythms you are hearing right now behind what I’m saying. (Shaykh turns up 

the background music.) The rhythms have no semantic reality.  The melody has no 

semantic value.  It has no meaning.  It is representational.   

At the same time, if I could take the words out of this (because you recognize some of the 

words) you would still feel something.  They stimulate feelings within the listener, the 

reader, or the reciter.  It is similar to listening to the sounds of waves at the ocean.  Even 

though they have no meaning,  they induce a feeling in you.  That feeling is inherent in 

those tones and sounds.  Allah has created those, so you follow them.  People have 

abused this, as you know.  Listen to the music that is played [today]. That’s why  Plato,  

on his way to the forum, said what he said:  that the foundations of the empire were 

cracking because he heard a Dionysian mode instead of an Apollonarian mode being 

recited in the market place.  That had an effect.   
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As words leave us, they are aimed at the other universe.  Ya Allah ! Allahumma 

salleallah Sayiddina Muhammadīn… the words are leaving us and are aimed at the 

Divine.  Some partof the existence of those words get to the Divine through the majāz.  

This brings up another subject, which is sincerity, and is sincerity really the highest level.  

But I won’t get there tonight.  Some parts fail to reach the other side, and they reflect 

back toward the human being, or the humanity at large.  It’s almost like a semi-permeable 

membrane.   Some things pass through, and some things don’t pass through.  Or it is like 

a half mirror. It partly allows the words and concepts to get through, and partly reflects 

them back.  This reflective aspect of the barrier is called the mirror.  That’s why we say 

the shaykh is a mirror.  Life is a mirror.  

Allah has created the beings with needs for other beings, and the human wujūd/beingness 

has to fulfill their needs by means of other human beings. But we can’t see our own self 

unless we have a mirror. Nobody  knows what they really look like unless they see 

themselves in a mirror.  You need another person  to reflect you as a mirror.  We have 

some image which carries the attributes, the shape, the color of your eyes, the externality, 

the dhāhir of you; but you cannot see the inner being of you but through one who can 

transmit that seeing.   We create mirrors all the time:  we invented cameras.  We have 

pencils and paper to draw on.  People carved things.  They wrote the Qur’an down on 

leaves and scraped it into pieces of clay.  We have a need for mirrors and reflections, so 

that we can transmit back a reflection of some kind to ourselves.   

Why?  Because that, in itself, is a metaphor for what is happening from the other 

universe. We are creators also.  We create reflections.  That barrier is a mirror off of 

which we can see the reflection of our own nafs.  That’s how we get the concept of 

“myself.”  The barrier between these two worlds, that allows some things through but not 

everything, is there for a reason. It is there so that we have a reflecting entity  that allows 

reflections of our own self. And as we receive these reflections back—reflections of 

images, forms, thoughts or ideas of our self—we can know our self and what state we are 

in.  This is another way of looking at “Allah created Adam in his own image,”  within the 
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context of this.  The image  of Adam is a mirror, so that Adam can know that he is 

looking at his own self.  Linguistically, ‘his own image’ refers back to Adam.  He 

couldn’t imagine himself without that seeing.   That takes us to tajalli, which we will 

leave at this point.  Asalām Aleikum. 

 


